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About This Game

Project Zomboid is an open-ended zombie-infested sandbox. It asks one simple question – how will you die?

In the towns of Muldraugh and West Point, survivors must loot houses, build defences and do their utmost to delay their
inevitable death day by day. No help is coming – their continued survival relies on their own cunning, luck and ability to evade a

relentless horde.

Current Features

Hardcore Sandbox Zombie Survival Game with a focus on realistic survival.

Online multiplayer survival with persistent player run servers.

Local 4 player split-screen co-op

Hundreds of zombies with swarm mechanics and in-depth visual and hearing systems.

Full line of sight system and real-time lighting, sound and visibility mechanics. Hide in the shadows, keep quiet and keep
the lights off at night, or at least hang sheets over the windows.

Vast and growing map (loosely based on a real world location) for you to explore, loot and set up your fortress. Check
out Blindcoder’s map project: https://map.projectzomboid.com/
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 Vehicles with full physics and deep and realistic gameplay mechanics.

Use tools and items to craft weapons, barricade and cook. You can even build zombie proof forts by chopping trees,
sawing wood and scavenging supplies.

Deal with depression, boredom, hunger, thirst and illness while trying to survive.

Day turns to night. The electricity falters. Hordes migrate. Winter draws in. Nature gradually starts to take over.

Farming, trapping, fishing, carpentry, cooking, trapping, character customization, skills and perks that develop based on
what you do in-game.

Proper zombies that don’t run. (Unless you tell them to in the sandbox menu).

A ton of amazing atmospheric music tracks by the prodigy that is Zach Beever.

Imaginative Challenge scenarios and instant action ‘Last Stand’ mode, on top of regular Sandbox and Survival 

Full, open and powerful Lua modding support.

Xbox Controller Gamepad support on Windows. [Others pads can be set up manually. Gamepad support not currently
available on Mac]

We’re a small team at the moment, but we’re also committed to providing the following:

Planned Features:

The return of our PZ Stories mode that also serves as first ever tutorial actively trying to kill you at every turn. Kate and
Baldspot return!

In-depth and varied NPC encounters driven in a persistent world, powered by a metagame system that turns each play-
through into your very own zombie survival movie with emergent narrative gameplay.

Constant expansion of the countryside and cities around Muldraugh and West Point

Full wilderness survival systems, animals and hunting for food.

More items, crafting recipes, weapons and gameplay systems.

Steam Workshop and Achievements support

For more details on the game follow us on @theindiestone or visit http://www.projectzomboid.com

A huge thanks to the wonderful MathasGames and Dean Cutty for making the awesome intro video. If you love indie games
their channels are well worth a sub.
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This Game Is Good For time Pass!!. i like videogame. I didn't mind the graphics being lo-fi, but what irks me is that there are
about a total of 15 screens in the entire game, and I finished it in less than an hour. There's barely any sound, no music except
for about 10 seconds worth. If this game was 99 cents, I wouldn't complain, but it is WAY too short for the price. The closest it
comes to "South Park" is you can finish the game in about the time it takes to watch an episode of South Park.
. I cant believe this is for sale. This is likely the worst game ive ever played. I can draw better looking weapons then half of
whats in this game, the RPK literally made me laugh when i seen it. Theres a weapon that looks like a LAW rocket launcher
called flamethrower. There is a russian APC (Looks like a 60s-70s model) with a mounted ppsh 14 WW2 smg on top? It has the
mk19 which was most deffinetly not even a prototype in vietnam much less used in action. Literally no one in multiplayer,
which i assumed was the case. I was looking for single player anyways. That sucked. Theres like 10-15 arcade stye missions that
are just borring. The AI shoot you through walls or dont shoot you at all. Apparently you can reload every weapon in the world
in .5 seconds by just putting your hand where the magazine should be. I can make better sound effects for the weapons with my
mouth. Better off turning off all the sound and doing sound effects myself...PEW PEW. Shots fall short of where your iron sight
is sighted at like 20 meters. Oh for the sights on american weapons they just kinda took a unity asset for a modern day ACOG
and just flopped it on top of the weapons, it is literally inside of the carrying handle of the m16.

This is a sh***y Playstation 1 game released in 2016 for 20 bucks. Its a joke and a rip off. This shouldnt even be early access
much less full release. What ever you do, dont give this the time of day or the money in your pocket. Even though im getting a
refund, i still feel like ive lost here some how.

Also i understand this was made by a single guy, making games isnt easy. But thats no excuse for this. This guy had to know
what kind of garbage he was releasing into the world and did it for a few bucks. He deserves a ticket for littering.. they changed
alot since early access, its quite boring.. easy achievement unlocks, it is for achievement farming.. garbage just garbage who
ever made this should be ashamed
. I weakly recommend this free game.

It has an interesting mechanic: You play as a water droplet, which can turn into steam when heated, or an ice-ball when frozen.
However, there are several flaws in the execution that can make this game more frustrating than fun. Here's a quick, probably
incomplete, list off the top of my head:

 There's a firetrap that seems to use a physics engine to determine its hitbox. This is in contrast to a platformer, like
Super Mario World, there firetraps have a scripted and deterministic hitbox, so you can "learn" where it's safe to stand
and where it isn't. In Drop Alive, because the fire hitbox is a physics simulation, places that were safe to stand a second
ago might not be safe if the fire spreads in a different direction.[/li]

 There are traps that falling from the ceilings whose timing seem random. That is, rather than having a fixed timing that
you can learn and try to plan to avoid, you just have to try to run/jump across and hope you get lucky.

 Given how easily you can die through no fault of your own, the levels are too long and have no checkpoints. It's
frustrating to die to random bad luck, and have to play the whole level all over again.

 Each map has 3 coins to find for 100% completion, thus encouraging you to replay levels again to find all the coins you
may have missed. However, the level select menu is awkward and slow to use. They should have either made it scroll
much faster so you can quickly get to the level you want, or at least made it "remember" where you were, so that after
you complete a level, you can just scroll to the next one on the list, instead of starting from the end of the list and having
to scroll all the way to the next level you intended to play.
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Nice plane flies good like that you dont have to know a lot of buttons just to shoot your guns. all and all a fun game. The realism
of actually loading your weapons adds to the game. It is a stationary game at this time, you sit behind a booth and avoid zombies
breaking in. There are other games similar out there for free. If the creators added the extra levels it would be worth the money
spent. Right now save your money and wait for the complete game.. This seems to me to be the best of breed of the 3rd person
ship builder games.

It's raw, and in progress but the devs are lively and the game is a lot of fun.

. Wasn't sure what to think of the team mechanics at first but I must say... it's damn good. What an innovative addition to the
kart racing formula. Team work and item sharing with the ability to help recover team mates who are attacked and slingshot
boosts those who fall behind makes for a much more engaging experience than regular racing. Plenty of tracks but lacking on
the roster side. I like that you can colour the cars from any characters pallet but I would rather more characters.

Definitely a good pick up for those looking for more racing.. REALLY??????? only the tutorial????? for 10 bucks. I think that
the guy's from steam must set rules for this little content at that price (our any price). early access oke but this is ridicules . I will
hold it in my library to see how this evolve. but to the makers of the "game" if you want feedback about the gameplay give us a
something to play. I think its wise to redraw this from selling in the store and release this in it's current state as a free demo "The
Ancient Remains Demo " and if you have more content then resume selling. because what you do now is bad marketing, most of
the people will give you thumbs down and to many thumbs down and it will never be a hit. and that would be a pity because the
graphics are great

greetz,
marco. For some reason, it not showing my real playtime. I'v put about 30 minutes into this piece of
Kardashin\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
Honestly, I went into this game knowing it wasn't going to be good, and I only got it because it was $3 and I wanted to know the
feeling of being the first reviewer (Which now will not happen because the game wouldn't record my time) but boy howdy, this
game... I know it was only 3 dolla bills, but I would have had more fun buying tampons and making arts and crafts out of said
tampons. I'm no professional reviewer, but I'll try me best to try and tell you why this is silly, not in a good way, I assure you.
1. Stock images.
2. Clunky game play.
3. Awful, ear rqping sound effects and visials.
4. Gameplay consist of creating a freak of nature, running up to other freaks of nature and, for a lack of a better term, booping
them. It's extremly boring.
5. The menu screen looks like it was made in Micro-soft word. No effort was put in at all to make it look professional.
6. If you tab out of the game, the icon is a fycking X-box 360 controller. It's a fycking Xbox arcade game.
7. Doesn't simulate what it was trying to simulate (That being Evolution though Naturally Selection) correctly. You
don't\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out a new creature made out of a finite number of body parts every couple
of seconds and try to eat everything else until its only your "family" left. That's not how it works.
8. Horrible option menu with very little "Options".
I give it one thing, doesn't matter if you're Atheist, Christian, Buddist, A follower of ALLAH ACKBAR or a Spess Marine
serving in the name of the Holy God-Emperor of man-kind, I think we can all agree that Steam need some fycking quality
control.
Pure shjt. Don't buy. It's not Early Accese, so I don't know how the fyck they manage to release it on Steam. Go buy some
M&M's. Thems good eatings. Not the regular ones, the peanut ones. Oh my God, those
motha\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 peanut M&M's.. There are no game, go away. It's unfinished
meaningless prototype. I saw this game when it was in Greenlight. It is good to see that it came through. Since then there is a
huge improvement in graphics which was the primary concern back then. It is certain that the developers had considered the
feedback that is given there.

Models of the ships and the water reflection is stunning. Most VR games do not use water like that so that's a first for me.
Animations are also nice but I wished that ships kept burning after sinking (the parts above the water at least).

There is need for improvement nonetheless. Terrain looks a little dull and empty but I personally don't care then again some
people might.
Also I cannot wait to see the multiplayer of this. There is a comment on moving the board around and I totally agree. The area in
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which you play must be movable somehow. Timing between the turns may be a little shorter but it is a minor thing.

As a battleship enthusiast I played VR Battle Grid as well but I can tell you that this one is way better considering the graphics,
interaction with the ships and implementation. That's why I cannot understand people who didn't try the game but say that it is a
cheap copy. To those people I wanna say try it out first. It is a good game and obviously a lot of thought and effort was put into
the game.

I specifically liked how you can place your ships as you wish unlike the random case in VR Battle Grid. I believe anyone who
likes to play battleship knows that you shouldn't know which ship or which part of the ship you hit. That is where the logic and
the fun of the game is. This game implements these aspects as well.

People may not like the battleship game itself but as far as the implementation and the effort goes this game does a good job. I
will try and update my review in case of an update.

So first play the game fellas. It definitely worths the price. Highly recommended.
. Best game i have ever played, waiting for DLC's and Addons! Best 10 bucks i have ever spent in my whole life.. It Is Short But
very good i like these pixel games rate it

999\/10
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